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LOOP 2.4.3

Time-Machine_music is the fourth album from Brooklyn’s Loop
2.4.3, and is composed and performed entirely by the group’s
founder, Thomas Kozumplik. The music explores literal and
figurative manipulations of time, probing the experience of
time from a personal and social perspective. Underlying conflict
is juxtaposed with melody, groove, counterpoint, and pulsing
waves of sound and emotion - creating a cathartic journey.
Instrumentation for the project includes: an electro-acoustic
percussion set-up with Chinese tom-toms, Indian bells, crotales,
log drums, tambourim, bass drum, percussion sample pad, tape
echo, and delay; with marimba, vibraphone, Thai gongs, piano,
Wurlitzer, steel drum, kalimba, and vocals.

RELEASE DATE

October 9, 2015 - Available world-wide on 12” vinyl, CD, and
high-resolution downloads from label Music Starts from Silence,
and all major retailers.

TRACK LISTING

1. Out to War
2. MK Ultra
3. Time-Machine_music
4. Song of the Eldar
5. The Moving Finger of Time
6. Prelude (for Sophia)

Loop 2.4.3 creates original music steeped in
percussion and electronics. Upon the release of
the debut album in 2007, NPR called Loop 2.4.3
an original voice that “sounds like part of a wellthought-out tradition. Only the tradition has
never existed until now.” This idea of simultaneous
familiarity and experimentation has been at the
heart of Loop 2.4.3 since its inception in 2004.
Loop’s founder percussionist/composer Thomas
Kozumplik (also a member of Clogs) has created
a flexible ensemble that rotates players and varies
in size, but a powerful sense of exploration and
freedom is constant. Live, Loop 2.4.3 has been
described as giving “energetic performances” (New
York Times), with “stunning improvisational sense”
(Time Out Chicago). Kozumplik overhauled the
Loop 2.4.3 performance set-up in 2013 to create
a new body of work. The expanded integration
of electronic sounds, samples, and “ghost
musicians” via waves of delay took the music into
new terrain. Loop 2.4.3 toured the U.S. creating
hour-long structured improvisations on this new
set-up. Kozumplik harnessed the essence of these
performances to create Time-Machine_music.

LINKS

• www.loop243.com
• www.facebook.com/loop243
• www.twitter.com/loop243
• www.musicstartsfromsilence.com
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“[Loop 2.4.3] never sound arbitrary or like makers of novelty music....
it all sounds like part of a well-thought-out tradition. Only the tradition
has never existed until now.” - NPR’s Fresh Air

